What is the IAPP

Largest, Most Comprehensive Global Information Privacy Resource

Defining, supporting and improving the privacy profession
Industry Growth

- Privacy has become a corporate and consumer priority
- Explosion of data usage creating complex challenges
- Companies struggling to meet new imperative
Expanding Professional Base

• More professionals handling/interacting with data
• Regulations mandating hiring and training practices
• Companies struggling to fill positions
• Professionals/organizations looking to elevate capabilities
IAPP Audiences

• Exponential growth in new members

• 700+ Corporations; 36+ Major Industries

• Government

• Academia

• Not-for-Profits
IAPP Resources

- Industry News & Updates
- Research & Resources
- Training
- Certification
- Networking
- Events
IAPP Global Events

Conferences that keep the industry in front of new developments and promote professional connections
IAPP Information & Intelligence

Bringing you the latest news and thought leadership in privacy and data protection
IAPP Research & Resources

Extensive collection of privacy-related literature, research & tools
IAPP Training

Multiple convenient options to magnify your industry expertise from anywhere, at anytime.
IAPP Certification

World’s most trusted certifications in information privacy
IAPP Networking & Connections
Tap into thousands of individuals who are helping put data privacy on the map
IAPP Membership
Helping you navigate the complex world of privacy and data protection
What the future holds